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1.0

Introduction
Transit isn’t truly a viable option if mobility-challenged residents aren’t able to use it. Since a city
functions best when all residents are mobile, public transit service is working to become truly democratic
in Fredericton—available and accessible to all.
Fredericton Transit
Fredericton Transit’s conventional service is currently not accessible for persons with disabilities. While
the system has been moving to replace its vehicles with accessible, low-floor buses (20 of the 28
conventional buses are accessible low-floor vehicles, with a fully accessible fleet targeted for 2018),
ramps are currently not deployed due to the limited number of accessible stops and the need for a more
comprehensive policy on accessibility.
The Ontario Human Right Commission’s Policy and Guidelines on Disability and the Duty to
Accommodate highlights the importance of the right to integration and full participation for persons
with disabilities. This requires barrier-free and inclusive designs and removal of existing barriers.
Segregated treatment in services is less dignified, and is unacceptable, unless it can be shown that
integrated treatment would pose an undue hardship, or that segregation is the only way to achieve
equality.
In the context of public transit services, this means that the accessibility of the conventional transit
system is essential, even where excellent paratransit services are available. Conventional transit services
should be designed as inclusively as possible, from the outset, and barriers should be removed where
they exist. This approach not only respects the dignity of persons with disabilities, it benefits all
passengers that use the system.
Accessibility on transit helps all passengers navigate the system (e.g. bus stop announcements let
passengers know when they are approaching their stop), access the system (stops with paved surfaces
are safer and easier to access for persons with mobility devices or parents with strollers) and easier to
board and disembark (particularly for a growing seniors population who have challenges climbing three
steps to board high-floor buses).
The move to an accessible conventional transit system will also help improve the service on
Fredericton’s parallel Para Transit service. Fredericton’s Para Transit service provides curb-to-curb
reservation-based mobility to 210 passengers (registered by Easter Seals New Brunswick) using two Para
Transit vehicles (plus one spare vehicle). There were 12,394 trips taken over the most recent 12-month
period from October 2015 to October 2016. The need for Para Transit service continues to grow and
there are a number of instances when the available capacity of vehicles cannot accommodate the
growing demand. Customers typically have to book well in advance of their trip to ensure that their
travel is accommodated. This limits their ability to travel spontaneously. Moving to a more fully
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accessible conventional transit system will provide more spontaneous mobility options for a number of
registered Para Transit clients, freeing up Para Transit service for those who need it most.
In an effort to achieve these goals and improve accessibility on its conventional transit system, Dillon
Consulting Limited (Dillon), in association with Carpentier Consulting, was retained to develop an
Accessibility Plan for Fredericton Transit’s conventional fixed-route service. The purpose of the plan is to
develop a strategy to improve accessibility on Fredericton’s conventional transit services and identify
and prioritize next steps to creating a fully accessible transit system in Fredericton.
The report is split into six sections. Chapter two provides a review of accessibility policies and legislation
that provide a framework for this accessibility plan. Chapter three provides a background review to help
identify best practices in accessibility used in other jurisdictions. Chapter four defines accessibility in the
context of Fredericton Transit services, providing a vision and standard that Fredericton Transit should
move towards. Chapter five is an assessment of where Fredericton Transit stands in relation to the
accessibility vision and standards and then develops an implementation plan to move towards
accessibility. Chapter six provides a summary of the next steps to be taken to move towards accessibility
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2.0

Accessibility Policies and Legislation
The province of New Brunswick does not have any comprehensive legislation that pertains to improving
accessibility for person with disabilities. Nevertheless, there are a number of relevant pieces of policy
and legislation that provide a guiding framework for this Accessibility Plan. This section provides a
review of the pertinent points of each of them.

2.1

New Brunswick Disability Action Plan
The New Brunswick Disability Action Plan (DAP) is a report prepared by the Premier’s Council on the
Status of Disabled Persons. The DAP was first issued in 1985 and the current 2012 plan is the seventh
edition. It puts forth objectives and recommendations to improve accessibility in all areas of life.
The objectives stated in the DAP for transportation are:
i.

To increase the number of carriers who offer affordable and accessible transportation services
for travelling in our communities and across New Brunswick.

ii.

To develop programs of financial incentives to enable non-profit community organizations and
private taxi companies to acquire and operate accessible vehicles for public transportation for
seniors and/or persons with disabilities.

iii.

To provide funding for community transportation alternatives.

The transportation recommendations in the DAP applicable to Fredericton Transit include:
Recommendation 17 – The Department of Transportation and Infrastructure will initiate a working
group and/or appoint an individual to investigate best practices within Canada, to consult with various
communities to determine the needs, to identify funding sources, and to develop an overall plan to
ensure accessible and affordable transportation is available throughout New Brunswick for persons with
disabilities.
Recommendation 20 – The Government of New Brunswick will ensure that all public and private
transportation carriers create and adopt an accessible transportation customer information policy (to
include visual and tactile signage, flashing lights, written screens, etc.) to ensure that their vehicles,
buses, trains, ferries, stations, etc. are barrier-free to persons with disabilities.
2.2

New Brunswick Human Rights Act
The New Brunswick Human Rights Act protects people by law from discrimination on many grounds,
including physical or mental disability. This protection from discrimination includes multiple spheres of
daily life, including employment, housing, and public services. Therefore, this act prohibits
discrimination of access to public transit based on disabilities.
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The New Brunswick Human Rights Commission is the provincial government agency that works to
prevent discrimination by promoting human rights and offering educational opportunities to employers,
service providers and the general public. It also works to settle complaints of discrimination and
harassment, through a human rights tribunal if required. The Human Rights Commission has jurisdiction
over Fredericton Transit and would be responsible for hearing any complaints brought against a transit
operator, as they did for visually impaired passengers filing complaints against Saint John Transit in 2014.
2.3

New Brunswick Barrier-Free Design Building Code
The New Brunswick Barrier-Free Design Building Code resulted from a recommendation in the Disability
Action Plan. It is a mandatory enhanced recommendation of the National Building Code. This means that
the additional requirements of Section 3.8 apply in conjunction with the National Building Code on all
construction in New Brunswick. Many provinces have a similar requirement in place to go beyond the
minimum federal standard.
The code prescribes minimum physical requirements for accessibility in the following aspects of
buildings and other physical infrastructure that may be relevant to public transit facilities, stations and
stops:
• Entrances;
• Barrier-Free Path of Travel;
• Controls;
• Access to Parking Areas;
• Washrooms;
• Accessibility Signs;
• Exterior Walks;
• Doorways and Doors;
• Ramps;
• Passenger-Elevating Devices;
• Assistive Listening Devices; and,
• Water Fountains.
A summary of specific accessibility requirements is included in Table 1 (Section 3.2.4 of this report).
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3.0

Background Review on Accessibility
This section reviews accessibility legislation from other jurisdictions along with accessibility plans
adopted by other transit agencies. An overview of their definition and approach to accessibility is
described, and a summary of specific accessibility requirements can be found in Table 1. Since New
Brunswick does not have a comprehensive legislation on accessibility, this was used to help identify best
practices used in other jurisdictions to define accessibility for public transit.

3.1

Review of other Accessibility Legislation

3.1.1

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was enacted in 1990 and was the first comprehensive
accessibility legislation in North America. It is federal legislation that applies throughout the United
States of America to a wide range of physical infrastructure and activities in the public sphere, notably:
• Employment;
• State and Local Government Activities;
• Public Transportation;
• Public Accommodations; and,
• Telecommunications Relay Services.
The ADA defines "disability" as:
An individual with a disability is defined by the ADA as a person who has a physical or mental impairment
that substantially limits one or more major life activities, a person who has a history or record of such an
impairment, or a person who is perceived by others as having such an impairment.
The ADA is very prescriptive in its approach to accessibility requirements and not as sensitive to the
context of the situation it is being applied. While the legislation has benefited persons with disabilities,
it has often resulted in economic hardship for municipalities attempting to implement each policy (due
to its prescriptive nature). This has been the case for a number of smaller transit systems. Nonetheless,
the ADA provides a good example of various different components of accessibility and is useful for
Fredericton as an example of how physical spaces should be designed to provide accessibility.

3.1.2

Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA)
The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) was enacted in 2005 and was the first
comprehensive accessibility legislation in Canada. The AODA is made up of five standards which form
part of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulations (IASR). They include:
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1. Customer Service Standard
2. Information and Communication Standard
3. Employment Standard
4. Transportation Standard
5. Design of Public Spaces Standard
Each of the above standards provides direction to transit agencies moving towards full accessibility. In
addition to the requirements stated in each standard, the IASR contains a number of general
requirements, including to:
• provide training to staff and volunteers;
• develop an accessibility policy;
• create a multi-year accessibility plan and update it every five years; and
• consider accessibility in procurement and when designing or purchasing self-service kiosks.
The AODA defines "disability" as:
a.

Any degree of physical disability, infirmity, malformation or disfigurement that is caused
by bodily injury, birth defect or illness and, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, includes diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, a brain injury, any degree of paralysis,
amputation, lack of physical co-ordination, blindness or visual impediment, deafness or
hearing impediment, muteness or speech impediment, or physical reliance on a guide
dog or other animal or on a wheelchair or other remedial appliance or device.

b.

A condition of mental impairment or a developmental disability.

c.

A learning disability or a dysfunction in one or more of the processes involved in
understanding or using symbols or spoken language.

d.

A mental disorder.

e.

An injury or disability for which benefits were claimed or received under the insurance
plan established under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997; ("handicap").

In comparison with the ADA, the AODA covers a number of the same topics but is much less prescriptive
in its requirements. Rather, the minimum level of accessibility to be provided is described, with flexibility
as to how individual municipalities, property owners, service providers, and others choose to comply
based on their local context. As the first and most comprehensive accessibility legislation in Canada, the
AODA provides Canadian best practice for Fredericton, although it is not a requirement outside of
Ontario.
The Transportation Standard in the IASR applies to both conventional and paratransit providers. For
conventional transit services, the standard states that conventional transit service providers shall:
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• deploy lifting devices, ramps or portable bridge plates upon the request of a person with a disability;
• ensure that adequate time is provided to persons with disabilities to safely board, be secured and
deboard transportation vehicles and that assistance be provided, upon request, for these activities;
• assist with safe and careful storage of mobility aids or mobility assistive devices used by persons with
disabilities;
• allow a person with a disability to travel with a medical aid;
• upon request, make information on transportation available in an accessible format;
• ensure that persons with disabilities are able to board or deboard a transportation vehicle at the
closest available safe location, as determined by the operator, that is not an official stop, if the official
stop is not accessible and the safe location is along the same transit route (giving preference to the
person with a disability when determining a safe stop location);
• ensure that there is clearly marked priority seating for persons with disabilities on its transportation
vehicles located as close as practicable to the entrance door of the vehicle;
• ensure that there are electronic pre-boarding announcements of the route, direction, destination or
next major stop on its transportation vehicles;
• ensure that there are audible verbal announcements of all destination points or available route stops
on its transportation vehicles while the vehicle is on route or while the vehicle is being operated
which are announced through electronic means and legibly and visually displayed through electronic
means.
The Transportation Standard also identifies regulations on vehicle accessibility (grab bars, floor stop
request and emergency response controls, signage, lighting features, lifting devices, and allocated
mobility aid spaces) and fare parity.
The Customer Service Standard identifies a number of regulations, including the requirement that all
organizations are required to provide training on the requirements of the accessibility standards to all
employees, volunteers, persons who participate in developing the organization’s policies, and anyone
else who provides goods and services on behalf of the organization. The training must be ongoing and
appropriate to the duties of the person and should be administered as soon as possible.
The Information and Communication Standard establishes processes that organizations must follow to
create, provide, and receive information and communications in ways that are accessible to people with
disabilities. The standard states that:
• All organizations are obligated to ensure that processes for receiving and responding to feedback are
accessible to persons with disabilities. These processes must therefore be available in accessible
formats or use communication supports, upon request. These provisions must be arranged in a timely
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manner, taking into consideration the nature of the person’s disability, at no more than the regular
cost charged to other persons.
• All organizations are also required to make any existing emergency procedures, plans or public safety
information available in an accessible format with appropriate communication supports upon request.
• All Public Sector organizations are required to make their Internet and intranet websites and web
content conform to the World Wide Web Consortium Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)
2.0.
The AODA provides a comprehensive view on accessibility for Fredericton Transit to consider as it
develops its own accessibility plan for conventional transit services.
3.2

Industry Review of other Accessibility Plans
Three Accessibility Plans were reviewed to better understand how other systems define accessibility on
their conventional transit services. The systems reviewed include Metro Transit (Halifax), Thunder Bay
Transit and Mississauga Transit. The Thunder Bay and Mississauga plans are both based on the AODA
and provide an example of how different systems can take different approaches to implementing the
same legislation in ways that are most applicable to local context and community needs. Thunder Bay
Transit has been a leader in Ontario making its entire bus fleet fully accessible. Mississauga has focused
on ensuring that transit is part of an overall plan to make the city more accessible. It has prioritized
certain routes to become fully accessible that are most important for passengers.
Metrobus in St. John’s and Winnipeg Transit do not have formal accessibility plans; however they both
have certain accessibility standards in place and are included in the summary of accessibility standards.
The City of Winnipeg is currently in the process of developing a comprehensive Accessibility Plan that
will respond to the requirements of the Accessibility for Manitobans Act. A comprehensive
Transportation Standard that falls under the Act has yet to be developed.
These transit systems were chosen because they represent a cross-section of transit systems in different
provincial jurisdictions across Canada. Thunder Bay and St. John’s are similarly sized to Fredericton and
Halifax is the Maritime transit system that has the most comprehensive accessibility plan. Mississauga
and Winnipeg are both larger than Fredericton but provide good examples of comprehensive bus-based
transit systems with standards for Fredericton Transit to aspire to.

3.2.1

Metro Transit Universal Transit Accessibility Plan (Halifax)
Metro Transit, serving the Halifax Regional Municipality, adopted a Universal Accessibility Plan in
November 2011. The plan is based on Nova Scotia provincial accessibility legislation, and is influenced by
the ADA and AODA. It also considers the Canadian Transportation Agency’s Ferry Code of Practice for
Metro Transit’s ferry operations.
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Metro Transit intends to incorporate the following principles of Universal Design into its operations:
• Equitable Use. The design should make it equally usable by everyone.
• Flexibility in Use. The design should allow people to use its design features in more than one
prescribed way.
• Simple and Intuitive. The design should make it easy for everyone to understand the purpose of each
design feature and how to use it.
• Perceptible Information. The design should provide all essential information in a variety of modes
(e.g., written, symbolic, tactile, verbal) to ensure effective communication with all users regardless of
their sensory abilities.
• Tolerance for Error. Ideally, the design should eliminate, isolate or shield any features that could
prove hazardous to or inconvenience any user.
• Low Physical Effort. The design should employ features that require little or no physical force to use
them.
• Size and Space for Approach and Use. The design should provide an adequate amount of space that is
appropriately arranged to enable anyone to use them.
Accessibility for buses and stops that accommodate passengers with mobility, visual, or cognitive
disabilities are defined as follows:
Fully accessible bus is defined on the basis of possessing the following features: Low-floor design; wide
doors; operable ramp that can accommodate most scooters and wheelchairs; minimum two (2)
securement positions; front, side and rear mounted electronic destination signs; audible exterior bus
route identifier annunciation; and interior “next stop” annunciation.
Fully accessible bus stop is defined as a location designated by Metro Transit where transit customers
may board or alight at a level, seamless concrete or asphalt surface where a bus ramp may be deployed
safely; and that is directly connected the pedestrian network in urbanized areas, or to a paved road
shoulder allowing pedestrians safe passage to subdivision streets, bicycle paths and other facilities as
available.
The goal for Metro Transit is to provide universal access for all riders based on the following strategies:
• Ensure that 100% of the transit vehicles (ferries and buses) used to deliver Metro Transit services are
“fully accessible” as defined above.
• Eliminate remaining barriers to boarding and alighting transit vehicles at all ferry terminals, transit
terminals and bus stops served by more than a single bus route over a longer term period (beyond a
ten to fifteen year time frame).
• Where practical, upgrade conditions at Metro Transit bus stops consistent with a long range goal of
making the majority of bus stops in the HRM accessible.
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• Provide amenities such as passenger shelters, benches, static and real-time information displays
located at Metro Transit terminals that are barrier-free and safe to use for all customers including
those with mobility limitations.
• Connect accessible bus stops to pedestrian networks available in various parts of the HRM through
coordinated planning between HRM Transportation and Public Works and Metro Transit.
3.2.2

Thunder Bay Transit Accessibility Plan
Thunder Bay Transit most recently updated its Transit Accessibility Plan in February 2013. It was
produced in response to the AODA’s Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation. The plan states how
Thunder Bay Transit already meets or will meet each of the applicable requirements laid out in the
AODA. It does not set out any additional accessibility requirements beyond those in the AODA. Thunder
Bay Transit uses the AODA definition of what a disability is (stated in Section 3.1.2).
The City of Thunder Bay has adopted the following Statement of Commitment to Accessibility:
The City of Thunder Bay is committed to treating all people in a way that allows them to maintain their
dignity and independence. We believe in inclusion and equal opportunity. We are committed to meeting
the needs of people with disabilities in a timely manner, and will do so by preventing and removing
barriers to accessibility and meeting accessibility requirements under the Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act.
Thunder Bay Transit defines its approach to providing accessible routes and facilities as follows:
Transit stops are on a schedule to be refurbished to meet Transit’s newly developed Accessible Bus Stop
Guidelines (leveled with sidewalks, landing pads and curb cuts, etc.).
Transit facilities and terminals are designed to be barrier-free, with electric access doors, low counters,
and large print information, with the main transit office going through a major renovation in early 2014
to ensure barrier free access. Electronic signs have been located at the Water Street terminal, Intercity
Mall, TBRHSC, Confederation College and Lakehead University to display next bus arrival times. The signs
are also equipped with an accessibly located push button to enable audible read out of the sign.
The Transit division has a system that allows customers to contact our Customer Service Representatives
during business hours to report any concerns or requests they may have with regards to our system.
Customers can either telephone or email and receive assistance to develop route plans or answer any
general questions regarding the accessibility of transit services. TTY is provided for the hearing impaired
to receive transit information.
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3.2.3

Mississauga Transit Accessibility Plan
Mississauga Transit (MiWay) released its most recent Accessibility Plan to cover 2012-2017. Like that of
Thunder Bay, it follows the transportation requirements in the AODA and lays out Mississauga’s plan for
implementing these requirements. Mississauga Transit uses the AODA definition of what a disability is
(stated in Section 3.1.2).
The City of Mississauga’s Accessibility Vision is as follows:
• Mississauga being a leader in accessibility (by meeting or exceeding timelines of legislation);
• Universal mobility for everyone (snow removal, transit, accessible sidewalks);
• Retrofitting for Full Accessibility (address accessibility in older buildings, including parks and trails);
• Being Pro-active about Making Accessibility a Design Priority;
• State-of-the-Art Accessible Information and Tools (websites, equipment, way finding, voting);
• A Fully Aware and Educated Community (courtesy, better attitudes and understanding);
• Well supported by all levels of government (funding); and
• Persons with Disabilities well Represented in All Aspects of Society (for example, represented on
various committees).
MiWay’s commitment to providing accessible transit service is based on the following principles:
• Services are provided in a way that maintains and respects the dignity and independence of all
customers;
• Infrastructure and services related to transit are developed with accessibility in mind; and
• Policies, procedures and protocols are implemented that work towards identifying, removing and
preventing barriers to people with disabilities.

3.2.4

Summary of Accessibility Standards
The following table summarizes the standards set out by the different accessibility acts/legislation and
accessibility plans reviewed from other transit authorities. Metrobus in St. John’s and Winnipeg Transit
do not have formal accessibility plans, however they both have certain accessibility standards in place.
The City of Winnipeg is currently in the process of developing a comprehensive Accessibility Plan that
will respond to the requirements of the Accessibility for Manitobans Act.
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Table 1: Summary of Specific Accessibility Requirements by Jurisdiction

Accessibility
Aspect

New Brunswick

ADA

AODA
(Thunder Bay,
Mississauga)

Halifax

St. John’s

Winnipeg

Not defined

Not defined

Not defined

Physical Environment (Bus Stops and Shelters)
Sidewalks

Minimum clear
width 1.1m

Bus stop pads

Curb cuts

Not defined

Minimum width
1.2m
Maximum slope
1:12

Shelters

Signage

Not defined

Minimum clear width Minimum clear width
1.525m
1.5m
Maximum slope 1:20 Maximum slope 1:20
Minimum clear length
2.44m
Minimum clear width
1.525m
Maximum slope 1:48

Minimum width
Minimum width 1.2m Maximum slope 1:12
0.92m
Maximum slope 1:10
(5%)
Maximum slope 1:12
Clear Ground space
minimum 1.22m x
0.76m entirely within
the larger shelter area

Non-glare finish with
Accessible
appropriate contrast;
customer
spacing and font size
information policy
proportional to sign
in development
height
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Not defined

Minimum clear length
1.98m to deploy ramp
Minimum clear length Minimum clear length
Minimum clear length
2.4m
2.0m
8.5m for fully
Minimum clear width Minimum clear width
accessible stop
1.5m
1.5m
Minimum clear width
2.1m
Not defined

Minimum width 1.5m
Maximum slope 1:10

Minimum length 2.7m
Minimum width 1.5m
Minimum doorway
width 0.91m

Not defined

Minimum length 2.4m
Minimum width 1.2m
Minimum doorway
width 0.80m

Visible in a consistent
location at boarding
Placed at a height
points
conducive to people
Glare-free surface seated in a wheelchair
Positioned to avoid
or scooter
shadow and glare

Not defined

Minimum 1.2m clear
distance from shelter
or other obstruction

Not defined
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Accessibility
Aspect

New Brunswick

Tactile or
coloured
pavement

Snow Removal

ADA

Not defined

Use tactile pavement
on curb ramps

Not defined

Transit agencies have
an obligation to
remove snow from
accessible
infrastructure or
coordinate with
municipalities

Provide barrier-free
entrances
(minimum width
Provide accessible
0.8m) and paths of entrances, paths of
Transit Facilities travel (minimum
travel, washrooms,
0.92m width);
telephones, and
provide at least one drinking fountains
accessible
washroom

AODA
(Thunder Bay,
Mississauga)

Halifax

St. John’s

Winnipeg

Not defined

Use tactile pavement
on curb ramps with
slope less than 1:15

Not defined

Use tactile pavement at
curb cuts, around any
obstructions in the
sidewalk, and at the
designated waiting
area adjacent to bus
stop signs

Not defined

Bus stops and landing
pads are cleared
within 48 hours of
snowfall; accessible
bus stops are given
higher priority

Not defined

Not defined

Not defined

Identify accessible
entrances; provide at
least one full
accessible washroom
where there are
washrooms

Not defined

Not defined

Moving towards all
low-floor buses

Moving towards all
low-floor buses

Moving towards all
low-floor buses in 2017

Vehicle Accessibility Features
Accessible Buses

Not defined

All new buses must be All new buses must be
low-floor
low-floor
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Accessibility
Aspect

New Brunswick

Mobility Aid
Locations and
Restraints

Bus Accessibility
Features

Not defined

Not defined

ADA
One or two locations
required depending
on length of bus;
restraints secured by
operators or
passengers

AODA
(Thunder Bay,
Mississauga)

Halifax

Two locations for
wheelchairs on all
buses

Two locations for
wheelchairs on all
low-floor buses

Grab bars provided at
Handrails, stanchions, doors, fare payment
slip-resistant flooring
area, mobility aid
and sufficient lighting securement positions,
required in buses
and courtesy seating

Not defined

All transfer points,
major intersections,
On-Board
Accessible
and destinations must
All buses have
Moving towards all
Audible
customer
be audibly
electronic audible and buses having audible
Announcements
information policy
announced; no
visual next-stop
and visual next-stop
and Visual
in development requirement for visual
annunciation
annunciation
Displays
announcements

Some form of manual
Operators provide
or audible
Accessible
route information to
announcement must
Pre-boarding
customer
passengers on
be made on the bus or
Announcements information policy
request, electronic
at the stop when
in development
system required to be
more than one route
implemented in 2017
serves a stop
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St. John’s

Winnipeg

Two locations for
Two locations for
wheelchairs on all
wheelchairs on all lowlow-floor buses;
floor buses; restraints
restraints secured by
secured by passengers
operators

Not defined

Not defined

Not defined

All buses have audible
and visual next-stop
annunciation

All buses have
exterior visual
displays; moving
Exterior visual displays All buses have exterior
towards all buses
and international
visual and audible
having exterior
accessibility symbol route annunciation for
audible route
on all accessible buses boarding passengers
annunciation for
boarding passengers
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Accessibility
Aspect

New Brunswick

ADA

AODA
(Thunder Bay,
Mississauga)

Halifax

St. John’s

Winnipeg

Customer Service and Communications

Operator
Training

Sensitivity
Training

Not defined

Not defined

Training provided on
communicating
effectively with
individuals with
different types of
disabilities and
providing appropriate
assistance with
boarding, alighting,
and securing

Training provided on
communicating
effectively with
individuals with
Accessibility training
different types of
provided with regular
disabilities and paying refresher training
special attention to
their needs

Communications must
Accessible
be made available
Communications
customer
through accessible
and Information information policy
formats and
in development technology on request
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Accessibility training
provided on the safe
Training on
use of equipment,
accessibility
acceptable
Accessibility training
measures, particularly
modifications, and
provided
using wheelchair
emergency response
restraints
with regular refresher
training

Accessible
communication
formats and
communication
supports provided
upon request

Sensitivity training
provided

Not defined

Online, phone, TTY,
Online, 24-hour
customer service
phone system, app,
centre, available in
customer service
alternative formats on
centre
request

Accessibility training
provided

Sensitivity training
provided

Online, 24-hour phone
system, third party
apps, customer service
centre
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Accessibility
Aspect

New Brunswick

ADA

AODA
(Thunder Bay,
Mississauga)

Halifax

St. John’s

Winnipeg

Operating Policies

Priority and
Courtesy Seating

Passenger Fares

Attendants /
Companions and
Service Animals

Detours/Route
Changes

Not defined

The seats in the front Courtesy seating must
of a bus must be
be provided close to
designated as priority entrance; signage to
seating, including at
indicate that other
least one set of
passengers must
forward-facing seats
vacate this space

Not defined

Fare parity is required,
Cash, ticket, or pass;
Passengers may
although discounts
CNIB ID cards permit
request transit staff to
may be given to
free travel on all
handle fare media
passengers with
transit
disabilities

Cash or smart card
(10-ride, monthly, or
semester passes
available)

Not defined

Individuals cannot be
required to travel with
Attendants may
an attendant; Service
always travel for free
animals are always
permitted

One attendant may
travel for free with an One attendant may
attendant pass;
travel for free; service
service animals
animals permitted
permitted

Not defined

Operators will inform
passengers that
automated call outs
are not working and
will manually call out
stops; transit websites
and social media are
updated as soon as
possible
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Not defined

Not defined

Service animals
permitted

Not defined

Operators may ask
People who have a
passengers to
hard time standing on a
voluntarily vacate a
moving bus have
designated accessible
priority for courtesy
space for a customer
seating
with a mobility device

Not defined

Cash, ticket, pass or
smart card (multiple
passes available)

Not defined
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3.3

Stakeholder Interviews
Fredericton Transit identified a number of key stakeholders to interview that could contribute a number
of important perspectives to the Fredericton Transit Accessibility Plan. Representatives from each group
met with the consulting team for in-person interviews on November 3rd and 4th, 2016. Additional followup interviews were conducted via telephone as required. The stakeholders interviewed were:
• Fredericton Transit;
• City of Fredericton Transportation Committee;
• Paratransit Committee;
• City of Fredericton Roads & Streets;
• Stepping Stone Seniors Centre;
• Transit Union Local 1783 Executive;
• Easter Seals New Brunswick;
• Ability New Brunswick;
• Rotary Club of North Fredericton;
• York Care Centre; and
• Shannex retirement and nursing homes.

The key messages heard from these stakeholders about existing concerns and what is important to them
in the creation of an accessibility plan for Fredericton conventional transit services are summarized
below:
3.3.1

Existing Situation (opportunities and concerns)
• New Brunswick has the second-highest rate of disabilities in Canada, due to an older population and
high rates of conditions such as multiple sclerosis, diabetes, and ALS. Mobility is the most common
type of disability, affecting 12% of New Brunswickers.
• The existing transportation options in Fredericton for people with mobility concerns is not adequate
and there are many instances of transportation being a barrier for people to get to work so they have
to turn down employment opportunities.
• Fredericton has a very low percentage of seniors riding the bus compared with the Canadian average.
• Providing adequate transit funding is more about improving quality of life and providing a service
rather than being profitable.
• Providing convenient and affordable transportation for seniors to access services and social events is
an important factor in providing a better quality of life.
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• Some people apply for Para Transit eligibility primarily because they have low incomes and are
looking for a transportation option that is more affordable than taxis.
• Many Para Transit customers have to call 2-3 weeks in advance to book a trip at specific times,
because capacity is limited. This greatly reduces the ability to travel spontaneously.
• Wheelchairs are becoming longer and wider and need to be reasonably accommodated.
• It is important to provide accessible conventional bus service as soon as possible even if not all stops
are accessible.
• Persons with disabilities need to be self-sufficient in the areas of:
o

Transportation

o

Housing

o

Recreation

o

Employment

o

Communication

• Many people living in condos and apartments downtown are seniors who have moved downtown to
be closer to amenities.
3.3.2

Accessibility Criteria
• Criteria identified for what makes a transit route accessible includes:
o

Being able to accommodate all types of wheelchairs and mobility aids;

o

Level landing pads for boarding and alighting;

o

Pathways to the nearest access point at a slope not exceeding 1:12;

o

Curb cuts to cross the street;

o

Marked crosswalks; and

o

Winter sidewalk maintenance and snow removal.

• It is important to ensure that bus stop accessibility is coordinated with the overall sidewalk network
to avoid creating “islands” of sidewalks disconnected from each other.
• Poor accessibility of bus stops is currently an impediment to conventional transit use. Bus stops need
to be located in close proximity to key seniors destinations.
• Key destinations to be targeted for accessibility upgrades include:
o

Downtown;

o

Seniors residences;

o

Hospital;

o

Medical clinics;

o

Shopping centres;

o

Sports and recreation facilities; and
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o
3.3.3

Transit terminals.

Training
• Fredericton Transit operators will need to have operational and sensitivity training.
• There needs to be clear guidelines on who is responsible for securing wheelchairs on buses, as well as
procedures on what to do when more wheelchair users want to board a bus where all wheelchair
spots are occupied, or where the bus is already full with standing room only passengers.
• Ability New Brunswick would be willing to assist Fredericton Transit in planning and delivering driver
training programs.
• Multiple organizations and residences would be interested in assisting Fredericton Transit in
delivering travel training programs for new users once the conventional transit system is accessible.
• To encourage people with mild cognitive disabilities to feel comfortable riding the bus, passengers
may need cards to show drivers the route they need to take and the stop they need to get off at.
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4.0

Accessibility Standards and Policies and
Procedures for Fredericton Transit
Based on the review of accessibility legislation, the background review of other accessibility plans, and
consultation with various stakeholders (to identify key issues and priorities), the following accessibility
standards and policies and procedures are recommended for Fredericton Transit.

4.1

Definitions
The following definitions are recommended to be adopted as part of the Accessibility Plan for
Fredericton Transit services:
Disability:
Any impairment that may be visible and apparent, or non-visible. The broad range of disabilities include
physical, vision, deafness or being hard of hearing, intellectual or developmental, learning and mental
health disabilities.
Accessibility:
The extent to which places and equipment, including transit vehicles, are barrier free, and can be used
by all persons with disabilities – including (but not limited to) those with visual, cognitive, physical, or
hearing impairments.
Accessibility feature:
An element of a structure (bus) or system that would enable people with different abilities to use the
service or structure. For example: the ramp on a transit bus would be an accessible feature, as would a
large bus stop shelter with no impediments to a wheelchair moving in and out.

4.2

Vision
The following vision for accessibility will guide this plan.
The City of Fredericton is committed to moving towards a fully accessible transit system, implementing
strategies that remove barriers and provide universal access to all customers. The goal is to achieve full
accessibility by 2028, based on the implementation of the following strategies:
• Operate a fleet of 100 percent low-floor accessible buses that meets the vehicle accessibility guidelines
noted below. All buses should be low-floor vehicles with functioning ramps by 2018. Automated
vehicle announcement systems should also be prioritized and implemented on all vehicles as funding
permits.
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• Clearly indicate and communicate bus stops which meet the accessible bus stop guidelines and
develop a plan to retrofit (where feasible) additional bus stops to meet accessibility guidelines on an
annual basis with a long-range goal of making the majority of bus stops accessible by 2028.
• Implement a standard for barrier-free passenger amenities including shelters, benches and
information displays located at terminals and bus stops. Develop a plan to retrofit existing passenger
amenities (where feasible) on an annual basis. The goal is that all passenger amenities meet this
standard by 2028.
• Remove barriers at terminals and other facilities where passengers have the opportunity to interact
with Fredericton Transit customer service staff (e.g. pass/ticket sales agents).
• Provide sensitivity training to all Fredericton Transit staff that interact with transit customers.
• Make information on the use of transit available in accessible formats (by design where feasible or at
the request of a member of the public). This should include access to transit route and schedule
information, fare schedules, detours and emergency response information, general customer policies
and other information required to use the system.
• Develop a communications plan that makes the public more fully aware and educated on accessibility
needs on the transit system (use of priority seating, attitudes and understanding)
• Form and fully engage with a municipal Accessibility Advisory Committee for the City of
Fredericton responsible for identifying barriers and priorities for accessibility in Fredericton,
including the implementation of the Accessibility Plan for Fredericton Transit.
To help implement this vision, the following accessibility standards and guidelines will be followed.
4.3

Accessibility Standards and Guidelines
The following accessibility standards and guidelines are recommended to meet the above vision for
accessibility on Fredericton Transit’s conventional transit services.

4.3.1

Accessible Bus Features
A transit vehicle will be considered fully accessible if it meets the following requirements:
• Buses have an accessible low-floor design, with a ramp that can be deployed at the discretion of the
driver or upon a passenger’s request.
• Grab bars are provided in the vehicle at doors and adjacent to courtesy seating.
• Floor surfaces on board the vehicle are stable and slip resistant.
• Priority seating is provided for people with disabilities near the entrance of the bus.
• A minimum of two wheelchair positions are provided on each 40ft standard bus. Preference is that
for all new bus purchases, both positions are forward facing.
• A large enough turning radius in the interior front of the bus to accommodate wheelchairs that meet
the maximum length and width requirements of permitted mobility aids (see Section 4.3.2).
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• Stop request buttons that are located low enough to allow passengers in wheelchairs to operate
them.
• Stop request buttons that can be easily operated with a closed fist.
• Stop request buttons provide auditory, tactile and visual feedback.
• Stop request buttons have a colour contrast.
• On-board signage is consistent in size, shape and colour, throughout the fleet.
• Pre-boarding and on-board stop announcement systems are installed.
4.3.2

Accommodation of Mobility Aids
Fredericton Transit should identify a policy which communicates the type and size of mobility aids that
can be accommodated on their accessible bus fleet. This information should be clearly displayed on the
Fredericton Transit website, be provided to registered Para Transit clients and, where possible, provided
to medical practitioners in Fredericton who may be advising patients on the types of mobility aids
available. The following policy on mobility devices provides an example of the type of information that
should be included:
“Accessible Fredericton Transit buses can accommodate wheelchairs and motorized scooters that meet
the following mobility aid requirements:
• Maximum length: 120 cm (48 in.) *
• Maximum width: 66 cm (26 in.) *
• Combined weight of customer and mobility aid must not exceed 272 kg (600 lb.) * ”

* These dimensions are used as examples and may need to be modified by Fredericton Transit to meet
the specific requirements of transit vehicles.
Scooters and wheelchairs must be equipped with:
• Secure and suitably located components for attaching securement straps/hooks;
• Fully functioning brakes; and
• Properly inflated tires, where applicable.
The exact dimensions provided should be based on a detailed review of the existing fleet and
discussions with the bus manufacture(s) that represent the fleet which Fredericton Transit operates.
When making a decision to purchase new buses, consideration should be made the buses meeting the
minimum mobility aid requirements noted in this policy.
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4.3.3

Accessible Transit Stop Features
A transit stop will meet accessibility requirements if it meets the following guidelines:
Fully Accessible Stop:
• Ensure that there is adequate space for buses to pull up to the curb.
• The bus doors need to be able to align closely with the bus stop platform.
• There needs to be an accessible path/sidewalk with curb cuts to/from the bus stop. Accessible
path/sidewalks should have a minimum clear width of 1.1 metres as per the New Brunswick BarrierFree Design Guide and include curb cuts with a minimum width 1.2 metres and a maximum slope of
1:12, located where the path/sidewalk intersects with a road.
• There needs to be adequate space for a ramp to be deployed from the side of a bus onto a landing
area, with a minimum clear length of 2.4 metres and minimum clear width of 1.5 metres.
• There is sufficient space in the landing area for a person using a wheelchair to wait in an area that is
unobstructed and out of the flow of pedestrian traffic.
• The landing and waiting area needs to be hard-surfaced, flat, stable and free of obstructions.
Ramp Deployable Stop:
Where an accessible stops is not in place, ramp deployable stops should also be identified that provide
some level of accessibility for persons with disabilities. Ramp Deployable Stops can be defined as:
• A stop that does not meet all the requirements of a fully accessible stop but provides an unobstructed,
hard-surfaced area in which the ramp can be safely deployed. This may be on private driveways in
areas with no sidewalks, but does not include gravel shoulders or locations adjacent to a ditch.
• Bus drivers will be permitted to stop the bus at the closest available safe location that is not the
official stop at the request of a customer with a disability to provide an opportunity to access a ramp
deployable stop.

Other Features:
The following features should be included (where feasible) when retrofitting existing stops to make
them ‘fully accessible’ or when installing new fully accessible stops:
• Tactile strips or paving stones to designate a waiting area that indicates to operators that a person is
hailing them, and is lined up with the front door when busses stop there.
• A continuous paved landing area accessible from both front and rear doors.
While these features are important to have, they do not need to be in place for a bus stop to defined as
‘fully accessible’.
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Fully accessible stops and ramp deployable stops should be clearly identified at the stop as well as made
available to the public on the Fredericton Transit’s website.

Figure 1: Minimum Dimensions for an Accessible Bus Stop

4.3.4

Transit Stop Signage Features
Signage at a transit stop will meet accessibility requirements if it meets the following guidelines:
• If all stops on an accessible route are not accessible, the stops that are accessible need to be marked
in a different manner on the sign for the stop. (i.e. with the international symbol for accessibility).
• The transit poles need to be distinctive in design from other poles surrounding the transit stop.
• Signage needs to be visible and readable by all users, with the bus stop sign mounted above the
height of waiting passengers and information displays mounted at a height that is easily readable by
both ambulant passengers and those in a wheelchair or scooter.
• The signage needs to be facing the sidewalk or road where a sidewalk is not present.
• The transit stop poles are consistent in location and design throughout the system.

4.3.5

Bus Shelter Features
Bus shelters at a transit stop will meet accessibility requirements if it meets the following guidelines:
• Seating is provided.
• The shelter entrance is large enough for easy entrance and exit of mobility aids (based on design
standards noted in Section 4.3.2).
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• There is sufficient space inside the shelter for manoeuvring a wheelchair that meets the design
standards noted in Section 4.3.2.

Figure 2: Minimum Dimensions for an Accessible Bus Stop with Shelter

Note: While accessible bus shelters are not a requirement to define an accessible stop, it is a policy that
Fredericton Transit should meet the above accessibility requirements for all new and replacement
shelters where feasible.
4.3.6

Accessible User Information
In addition to the earlier guidelines on providing accessible information to passengers, Fredericton
Transit should consider the following technologies to provide information on transit service in a manner
that is as accessible as possible to all customers:
• Tactile or braille stop IDs on bus stop poles.
• Pre-boarding and on-board stop announcement systems installed on all buses.
• Telephone information systems for persons with hearing disabilities. These systems can be TTY or
other technologies (communications devices) available to help Fredericton Transit’s passenger’s
access services. Example of such devices include: TTYs (text telephones), emergency notification
systems, counter loop systems (magnifies/amplifies sound) FM systems and infrared systems. The
Canadian Hearing Society provides business training, and assessments to assist businesses with the
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implementation of the appropriate systems in order to assist the hearing impaired, deaf, and
hardened hearing persons.
• Indications on timetables (printed and online) of which trips are operated by accessible vehicles.
• All information about transit routes, schedules, passenger fares, detours and emergency response
and other information required to use the system should be made available in accessible formats
where possible.
4.3.7

Bus Operator Training
In addition to ensuring that transit vehicles, stops, and other physical infrastructure are accessible,
accessibility requires that all transit operators are trained in how to offer assistance, and how to
properly use the wheelchair restraint system. Clear procedures must be included in their Transit
Operator’s Manual and all operators will be required to follow them.
When a passenger with a mobility aid boards an accessible Fredericton Transit bus, the bus operator
must not put the bus in motion until the operator has verified that the passenger is properly seated, or
in the appropriate wheelchair position (forward facing where available) and that the mobility aid and
passenger are properly secured.
Operators must properly secure wheelchairs with the provided restraints, and ensure the passenger has
proper restraints on as well, to prevent the passenger from sliding out of the wheelchair. Forward
facing wheelchair positions are the preferred position to choose, if both rear facing and forward facing
are available.
All operators must receive proper training in ramp deployment, kneeling bus features, sensitivity and
customer service. Any deviation from these procedures may result in unsafe securement of the
wheelchair or unsafe restraint of the passenger.
In the event of an incident, an Operator may be considered negligent if approved securement/restraint
procedures were not applied.
When a passenger with a mobility aid is boarding a Fredericton Transit bus, the Operator is responsible
for:
• Stopping the bus in a position that ensures safe boarding and exiting of customers.
• Deploying the kneeling features, ramp or lift to assist passengers in safely boarding and exiting the
bus.
• Deploying the kneeling features, ramp or lift whenever requested by a customer, even if the
passenger’s disability is not apparent, or visible.
• Ensuring to the best of their ability that the mobility aid meets the requirements as listed above.
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• Following proper procedures at all times, while securing both the passenger and mobility aid safely.
• Operating the bus in a manner that ensures the passenger’s safety and comfort at all times.
4.3.8

Customer Service Training
Customer service training will be needed to enhance the skills and confidence of Fredericton Transit
staff, when they are providing service to persons with a disability and their accessibility needs. Focus will
be on accommodating and communicating with passengers with disabilities. Training provided should
help to develop a better understanding of various disabilities, recognize gaps in how Fredericton Transit
currently provides customer service, and to allow Fredericton Transit staff to better appreciate the
benefits of improving service for persons with a disability.
Communication training should provide the core principles for communicating with customers with
disabilities.
The following is an example of the communications that may be used for customer service training
focusing on “tips” for interacting with people with various types of disabilities:
Deaf/blind persons:
• Deaf/blind persons are sometimes accompanied by a support worker, who assists with
communications.
• Speak directly to the customer, not the support worker.
• A customer who is deaf/blind is likely to explain how to communicate with them.
Persons with hearing loss:
• Persons with hearing loss may be deaf, deafened, or hard of hearing. These terms are used to
describe different levels of hearing, and/or the way a person’s hearing was diminished or lost.
• Attract the customer’s attention before speaking, often this can be a gentle touch on shoulder or
wave.
• Make sure the customer can read your lips, and see your face.
• Reduce background noise if possible.
• Ask if another method of communicating is better (such as pen and paper).
Persons with physical disabilities using mobility aids:
• Mobility aids such as walkers, scooters, wheelchairs should never be adjusted or handled without
customer permission.
• Communicate using plain language.
• Do not make assumptions about what a person can or can’t do before communicating with them.
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• If having a lengthy conversation with someone in a wheelchair or scooter, consider sitting so you can
make eye contact, at the same level.
• Don’t leave the person in an awkward, dangerous or undignified position if you have assisted them
with movements.
Persons with speech/language impairments:
• Persons with speech/language impairments may have difficulty pronouncing words, or may have
slurring in their speech.
• Do not assume they have another disability.
• Exercise Patience – do not interrupt or finish the person’s sentences.
• Ask “yes” or “no” type questions where possible.
Persons with mental health disabilities, learning or developmental disabilities:
• Persons with mental health issues can experience mood swings, phobias, or panic disorders to name
a few. Be confident, calm and reassuring.
• Treat the person with the same respect and consideration you have for everyone else.
• If a customer is in crisis, learn to obtain proper assistance, and always ask the best way to help them.
Persons with vision loss:
• Vision loss, can be full or partial loss and can restrict a person’s ability to read, locate landmarks, or
see hazards. Some persons will use a guide dog, or white cane – others not.
• Don’t assume the person cannot see you – they may be able to.
• Identify yourself and speak directly to them.
• Be precise and descriptive where possible.
• Offer assistance by offering your elbow as a guide if they require it.
• Offer to read printed materials if needed.
4.3.9

Transit Terminals and Facilities
Transit terminals, customer service centres, and other indoor facilities will meet accessibility
requirements if they meet the following guidelines:
• Barrier-free accessible entrances are provided to all terminals and facilities.
• Where a particular entrance is not accessible, clear signage indicates the closest accessible entrance.
• Push-button automatic doors are provided at all building entrances.
• All washroom facilities are accessible or a separate accessible washroom is provided in the facility.
• Drinking water fountains are accessible by people using wheelchairs or scooters.
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4.3.10

Snow Clearing
Timely and effective snow clearing is essential for transit infrastructure to remain accessible to all users
after a snowfall, particularly those using mobility aids. This will require coordination between
Fredericton Transit and the City of Fredericton’s Roadway Operations Division. Transit stops and
terminals will meet accessibility requirements in the winter if snow clearing meets the following
guidelines:
• All accessible transit stops and terminals are classified as the first priority for sidewalk plowing.
• Set a 24-hour standard after a snowfall for clearing snow from accessible transit stops and terminals.
• Set a 48-hour standard after a snowfall for clearing snow from all other transit stops.
• Sidewalks along streets with accessible transit stops are cleared along with the stops.
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5.0

Accessibility Assessment and
Implementation Plan
The following section of the report compares the proposed Accessibility Vision and related standards
against the existing situation on Fredericton Transit’s conventional transit system and identify:
1. Conformance to the proposed standard.
2. Actions taken to date to move towards full accessibility.
3. Actions required to meet proposed Accessibility standards.
4. Estimated cost and next steps.
For ease of readability, this is organized based on each of the proposed Accessibility Standards identified
in Section 4.3 of this report.

5.1

Accessible Bus Features
Existing Situation
The recommended Accessibility Standards and Guidelines in Section 4.3.1 define an accessible
Fredericton Transit conventional bus as having the following features:
1. Use of a low-floor vehicle with a functioning ramp that can be deployed to accommodate a
person with a mobility aid.
2. Ability to accommodate two wheelchair positions.
3. Passenger features on the vehicles (e.g. stop request button) is designed to be usable for a
person using a wheelchair.
4. Pre-boarding and on-board stop announcement systems are installed.
Fredericton Transit has been purchasing low-floor accessible vehicles with functioning ramps since 2006.
Each of these low-floor buses has:
1. Two wheelchair positions near the front of the vehicle (one forward facing, one rear facing).
2. Grab bars are provided in the vehicle at doors and adjacent to courtesy seating.
3. Floor surfaces on board the vehicle are stable and slip resistant.
4. Priority seating provided for people with disabilities near the entrance of the bus.
5. Stop request buttons located in the Priority Seating Area are at the appropriate height for
passengers to operate while seated on the bus seats or a wheelchair.
6. Stop request buttons that can be easily operated with a closed fist.
7. Stop request buttons that provide auditory, tactile and visual feedback.
8. Stop request buttons that have a colour contrast.
9. On-board signage is consistent in size, shape and colour, throughout the fleet.
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The current fleet replacement plan has identified that all 28 buses in the fleet will be fully accessible by
2018. This will require the purchase of 8 new low-floor buses, which has already been budgeted for. The
City of Fredericton’s Fleet Services Division is currently working on the ramps in the existing low-floor
buses to make them fully operational by 2018. The old chain-driven mechanisms are currently being
replaced with new hydraulic lifts.
Once the bus fleet is fully accessible with functioning ramps, ramp testing should be added to the
drivers’ daily circle check of their vehicle prior to heading out on their routes. A plan should also be
implemented for ongoing regular maintenance on the ramps to keep them in good working order.
There is no formal Priority Seating policy currently in place beyond the courtesy stickers displayed on
Fredericton Transit vehicles.
Recommended Steps
To fully meet the accessibility standard and guideline provided above, it is recommended that a number
of upgrades be completed on each of the existing low-floor buses:
1. Remove Double Seat Behind Driver Area and Replace with Single Seat
On a number of vehicles, the corner of the double seat immediately behind the driver’s area
protrudes out into the aisle of the bus. This could potentially cause a safety hazard for a person
in a larger wheelchair manoeuvring to/from the bus doors to the wheelchair securement area.
Replacing this double seat with a single seat would only reduce the seated capacity per vehicle
by one and does not significantly impact the ability to accommodate the existing demand.
2. Install Pre-Boarding and On-Board Stop Announcement Systems
Pre-boarding and on-board stop announcement systems benefit persons with visual and/or
hearing impairments. The systems provide pre-boarding digital signs and audio announcements
to inform passengers’ of the bus route number, direction and/or final destination before
boarding the vehicle. On-board announcement systems provide passengers with audio
announcements and visual displays of the approaching stop and stop requests. These systems
are common in a number of systems and also help with way finding for all transit passengers.
Installation of these systems requires installation of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems as
well as a centralized control system. The cost is expected to range from $12,000 to $20,000 per
vehicle. This should be procured through a competitive RFP process. While an important
feature to have, the installation of this should be evaluated against an entire Intelligent Transit
Systems (ITS) plan to optimize installation of various technology features that use AVL/GPS
technology. While important, this is not considered a priority.
3. Refine Specifications on New Vehicle Purchases
Specification on new vehicle purchases should be refined to meet of all of the accessibility
requirements noted above. Since these modifications are being requested before delivery,
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there should be no significant costs associated with the upgrade. The only cost would be the
installation of pre-boarding and on-board stop announcement systems, which is typically
completed upon delivery by the ITS service provider.
4. Place a Standard Accessibility Decal on Each Accessible Bus
All buses that meet the above noted accessibility requirement should be identified by the
international symbol of accessibility and ramp and kneeling decals near the front doors. The
cost of the decal is minimal.
5. Develop Policy to Describe Priority Seating
Fredericton Transit should develop a formal policy on Priority Seating, including communication
on the vehicle itself as well as on the Fredericton Transit website. Priority Seating is intended
for the use of passengers with a disability. These seats are located near the front of the bus.
Passengers are expected to respect and follow the proper use of the Priority Seating which
means that if a passenger is sitting in these areas, they are required to vacate the seat for a
passenger with a disability.
Use of these seats are on a first come first served basis, which means if a passenger with a
disability is already seated in the priority seats, he/she is not required to give up their seats.
Passengers who do not have a disability are not required to leave the bus to make room for a
customer with a disability.
Bus Operators are not required to intervene, to enforce the requirement. Passengers are asked
to show consideration for others whose need is greater than their own. Everyone should
remember that not all disabilities are easy to recognize.
Should the one (or two) wheelchair positions be taken and there is a passenger waiting for the
bus, that passenger will be required to catch the next bus on the route.
6. Develop Policy to Define what to do if Both Wheelchair Spots are Already Full
Should all wheelchair positions on a bus be occupied and there is a passenger waiting for the
bus, that passenger will be required to catch the next bus on the route. In this situation, the bus
driver should radio in a request for a paratransit vehicle to pick up the passenger if available.
The driver should communicate the response from dispatch as to whether a paratransit vehicle
is available to the customer prior to leaving them at the stop.
The table below provides a summary of each of the actions required to meet the accessibility bus
standards and guidelines. Priorities are identified for each action.
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Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

$12,000 - $20,000

28

$336,000 $560,000*

2019

Refine requirements on new vehicles

N/A

N/A

N/A

2017

Place a Standard Accessibility Decal on
Each Accessible Bus

N/A

N/A

N/A

2017

Develop Policy to Describe Priority
Seating

N/A

N/A

N/A

2017

Develop Policy to Define what to do if
Both Wheelchair Spots are Already Full

N/A

N/A

N/A

2017

Action
Install Pre-Boarding and On-Board Stop
Announcement Systems

* Note that this expenditure is contingent on receiving future contributions from the Public Transit
Infrastructure Fund with any matching funds required from the City.
5.2

Accommodation of Mobility Aids
Existing Situation
There is currently no policy in place regarding the accommodation of mobility aids on transit buses.
Once accessible routes are defined, a policy on the type of mobility aids that can be accommodated on
Fredericton Transit buses should be put in place and clearly communicated to passengers.
Recommended Steps
To fully meet the accessibility standard and guideline provided above, it is recommended that the
following steps be taken:
1. Develop a Communication Tool that States the Size, Weight and Type of Mobility Aids that can
be Accommodated on a Fredericton Transit Bus
Work with bus manufacturer to determine the size, weight and type of mobility aids that can be
accommodated on Fredericton Transit buses. If different buses in Fredericton Transit’s fleet
have different configurations, the communication should identify only the mobility aid types,
size and weight that can be accommodated on all accessible conventional transit buses.
Once this is in understood, develop a communications policy that informs passengers of the
type, maximum size and maximum weight (combined weight of mobility aid and passenger) of
Mobility Aid that can be accommodated. This should be placed on the Fredericton Transit
website, distributed to all registered paratransit clients and provided to various doctors, medical
clinics and suppliers of mobility aids in Fredericton.
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2. Develop Policy to Secure Wheelchairs on Accessible Vehicles
Develop a policy for proper securement of wheelchairs in Fredericton Transit accessible vehicles.
Currently using Q-Straint systems on the vehicles. Q-Straint provides excellent training and
training materials for the proper use of their wheelchair tie down systems.
This policy should include the following:
 All wheelchairs should be maintained in a structurally sound condition at all times, and must
have functioning brakes that will secure an unattended chair.
 All wheelchairs should be equipped with lap restraint belts to prevent the passenger from
sliding out of the chair. This restraint belt is for postural use only and is not designed to be
used as an occupant restraint system in vehicles. Passengers with the lap restraint belt are
still required to wear the seat belt equipped in the vehicle.
 Wheelchairs should have adequate anchoring/strap positions for attaching the tie-down
straps. Wheelchairs that do not have anchoring points or safe securement points may result
in the passenger being denied transportation.
3. Develop Policy and Locate an Area to Store Mobility Aids
Develop a policy and locate an area within the bus to store mobility aids. If it is determined that
buses should be retrofitted to better accommodate the storage of mobility aids, then there will
be costs involved. Once the policy is developed, it should be communicated on Fredericton
Transit’s website and through any other means as appropriate in order to inform passengers
who travel with mobility aids.
Consideration to be given that walkers vary a great deal in size and complexity, so drivers must
understand that special care must be taken when handling them. Walkers should be foldable
and lightweight to be able to store them when traveling.
The walker should be secured with two tie-downs to keep the walker from moving, unless the
walker can be stowed in the designated spot, and the passenger does not require the walker
while seated. For walkers with baskets, drivers may ask the passenger to hold the basket
(and/or its contents) when feasible.
Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

$0

N/A

$0

2017

Develop Policy to Secure Wheelchairs on
Accessible Vehicles

$1,000

1

$1,000

2017

Develop policy for mobility aids

$1,000

1

$1,000

2018

Action
Develop communication tool on
accommodation of Mobility Aids on a
Fredericton Transit Bus
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5.3

Accessible Transit Stop Features
Existing Situation
There are currently 879 bus stops in the Fredericton Transit system. Table 2 identifies the number of
stops by route and identifies the number of stops that are currently fully accessible, ramp deployable
and not accessible (based on the guidelines identified in Section 4.3.3).
Table 2: Existing Bus Stop Accessibility

Route

# of Stops

# of Fully Accessible
# of Ramp
# of Non- Accessible
Stops
Deployable Stops
Stops

10N Carlisle

75

6

48

21

11S Prospect

77

5

40

32

12N Brookside Mall

78

8

44

26

13S Prospect

80

7

53

20

14N Barkers Point

62

7

42

13

15S Hanwell Park

61

5

38

18

16N Marysville

72

9

35

28

17S Regent

69

15

34

20

116 Kings Place

48

2

21

25

216 Corbett Centre

50

2

27

21

18 Silverwood

64

0

15

49

20 Lincoln

72

3

24

45

Total

808

69

421

318

Note: Some stops are included for more than one route since multiple routes use the same stops. Fredericton
Transit has 683 unique stops.

To determine the stops that should be prioritized for accessibility, a number of factors were assessed.
1. Potential Use of Stops by Persons with Disabilities
Conventional transit stops that are in close proximity to pick-up/drop-off points that are used by
registered Para Transit clients were assessed. These are indicated in Table 3 below. Prioritizing
these stops will increase the likelihood of accessible bus routes being used by persons with
disabilities and reducing the overall demand for the Para Transit service. Table 3 illustrates the
pick-up/drop-off location, the frequency of use by Para Transit clients1, the transit route that the

1

Note: Data collected over a one month period in 2016.
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pick-up/drop off location is on/close to, and accessibility status of the existing bus stop in closest
proximity to the pick-up/drop-off location2.
The transit stops that should be prioritized for accessibility are listed in Table 5. These stops were
determined through analysis of recent Fredericton Para Transit data showing the frequency of
each stop served by the service.
Table 3: Conventional Stops near Frequent Para Transit Pick-up Drop-Off Points

Address

700 Priestman St
1381 Regent St
1015 Regent St
670 King St
77 Westmorland St

Routes

Current
Accessibility
Status of Bus
Stop

Cross street

Destination

Weekly
Frequency of
Use

n/a

Dr Everett Chalmers Hospital

30

17S/16N

Accessible

23

12N/13S/116/
10N/11S/17S

Accessible

11S

Rampdeployable

Arnold

Regent Mall

Priestman

Fredericton Medical Clinic

20

St John

Downtown

8

11S/17S/20

Accessible

8

11S/13S/15S/
17S/18

Accessible

12N/13S

Ramp
deployable

Queen

Downtown

435 Brookside Dr

Reynolds

Brookside Mall

8

520 King St

Carleton

Downtown

7

All routes

Accessible

York

Downtown

7

10N/12N/13S/
14N/16N/18

Accessible

Smythe

Victoria Health Centre

6

12N/13S/18

Non-accessible

Connaught

YMCA

6

14N/15S

Non-accessible

471 Smythe St

Victoria

Atlantic Superstore

5

12N/13S

Non-accessible

435 Regent St

McLeod

Sobeys

4

116/216

Ramp
deployable

640 Prospect Street

Osmond

Pharmacy & Clinic

4

14N/15S

Non-accessible

301 Main St

Cityview

Bowl-a-Drome

4

10N/11S

Ramp
deployable

372 Queen St
65 Brunswick St
570 York St

2

Note: Potential accessible bus stops were identified if they are located within 100 metres of the Para Transit pick-up/drop-off
location, there is an accessible path to move between the proposed accessible bus stop and the pick-up/drop-off location, and
if the bus stop is currently accessible or had the ability to become accessible (based space requirements).
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Routes

Current
Accessibility
Status of Bus
Stop

All routes

Accessible

17S

Ramp
deployable

Cross street

Destination

Weekly
Frequency of
Use

York

King's Place Shopping Centre

3

800 Priestman St

n/a

Stan Cassidy Rehabilitation
Centre

3

565 Priestman St

Regent

Priestman Centre

3

900 Hanwell Rd

Osmond

Medical Clinics

3

No transit
service

N/A

Mable

Willie O'Ree Place

3

14N

Non-accessible

Whiting

Province of New Brunswick
services

3

116/216

Non-accessible

10N/12N/14N/
15S/16N/18/
20/116

Accessible

16N/17S

Ramp
deployable

10N/11S/
14N/16N

Non-accessible

12N/13S

Ramp
deployable

12N/13S

Non-accessible

10N/11S

Ramp
deployable

14N/15S

Ramp
deployable

Address

440 King St

605 Cliffe St
230 Hilton Rd

12 Carleton St
26 Duffie Dr

Queen

Downtown

2

11S/14N/11S Non-accessible

MacKay

University of New Brunswick

2

1113 Regent St

Priestman

Arthritis & Injury Care
Centre

2

324 Fulton Ave

Rosemere

Nashwaaksis Library & Field
House

2

1050 Douglas Ave

Brookside

Dentist & Clinic

2

116 Main St

Ferry

Atlantic Superstore

2

598 Union St

Clark

Shopping Plaza

2

231 Canada St

Veterans

Pharmacy & Clinic

2

16N/17S

Non-accessible

686 Riverside Dr

Timber

Greener Village Food Bank

2

14N/15S

Non-accessible

55 Patience Lane

Rainsford

Shannex care homes

2

15S

Non-accessible

Of the stops identified above, twelve are currently non-accessible and nine are currently ramp
deployable. These should be prioritized where feasible for conversation to accessible stops.
2. Consultation with Stakeholders
Interviews with various stakeholders identified a number of areas where bus stops should be
prioritized for accessibility as follows:
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Downtown;
Seniors residences;
Hospital;
Medical clinics;
Shopping centres;
Sports and recreation facilities; and
Transit terminals.

These areas are also explained in Section 3.3.2. These stops are all included in Table 3 above
and corroborate that these stops should be prioritized for accessibility upgrades.
3. Desire to Prioritize Accessible Routes
When prioritizing stops to be accessible, it is important to start with the creation of routes that
are accessible. For a route to be designated as accessible, the following criteria are
recommended:
a. A minimum of 25 percent of stops are designated as fully “accessible”.
b. A minimum of 50 percent of stops are designated as fully “accessible” or “ramp
deployable”.
c. Stops on routes that have two-directional service should both be accessible to be
identified as a fully “accessible” stop.
It should be noted this is considered a minimum requirement and the goal would continue to
achieve full accessibility (where feasible). Table 4 below indicates the percentage of stops on
each Fredericton Transit route that are currently accessible and ramp deployable.
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Table 4: Percent of Stops on Routes that are Currently Accessible

# of Stops

% of
Accessible
Stops

10N Carlisle

75

8%

72%

28%

Medium

11S Prospect

77

6%

58%

42%

Low

12N Brookside Mall

78

10%

67%

33%

Medium

13S Prospect

80

9%

75%

25%

Medium

14N Barkers Point

62

11%

79%

21%

High

15S Hanwell Park

61

8%

70%

30%

Medium

16N Marysville

72

13%

61%

39%

High

17S Regent

69

22%

71%

29%

High

116 Kings Place

48

4%

48%

52%

Medium

216 Corbett Centre

50

4%

58%

42%

Medium

18 Silverwood

64

0%

23%

77%

Low

20 Lincoln

72

4%

38%

63%

Low

Total

808

9%

61%

39%

Route

% of Accessible
% of NonPriority for Route
and Ramp
Accessible Stops
Accessibility
Deployable Stops

All routes with the exception of Routes 116 Kings Place, 18 Silverwood and 20 Lincoln meet the
minimum requirement of 50 percent “accessible” or “ramp deployable” stops.
None of the routes currently meet the minimum requirement of 25 percent accessible stops. To
best prioritize resources and funding, it is recommended that routes that are the closest to
meeting this requirement are prioritized to become accessible. The route accessibility
prioritization identified in Table 4 area based on the following criteria:
a. High Priority Routes: Less than 10 stops required for conversion for full accessibility
b. Medium Priority Routes: Between 10 and 14 stops required for conversion to full
accessibility
c. Low Priority Routes: More than 14 stops required for conversion to full accessibility
The desire to create accessible routes that meets the minimum criteria should be balanced with
customer requests for accessibility and the identification of stops that are used by Para Transit
clients (identified in Table 3). Of the non-accessible stops identified in Table 3, seven are located
on high priority routes and four are located on medium priority routes. Where feasible, these
stops should be prioritized to be accessible.
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Recommended Steps
To fully meet the accessibility standard and guideline provided above, it is recommended that a number
of upgrades be completed to existing stops.
The City of Fredericton Roadway Operations Division has identified that a new standard bus pad will
cost approximately $3,300 and a new bus pad large enough to accommodate a shelter will cost $5,000.
In instances where a bus stop is located on the side of a street without a sidewalk, curb cuts are
required to access the sidewalk on the other side of the street at a cost of about $1,000. In locations
where new culverts or shoring are required to extend an accessible bus stop on top of a ditch, the cost is
assumed to be double that of a standard bus pad.
Based on the assessment above, it is recommended that the following stops be prioritized for
accessibility over the next three years. Following this, ten (or more, if the budget allows) stops per year
should be identified to be converted to meet the requirements of an Accessible stop. Stops on the
higher priority routes identified in Table 5 should be upgraded before the lower priority routes. Priority
stop locations should also be reviewed in consultation with a Fredericton Accessibility Advisory
Committee representing persons with disabilities that live in the community.
The existing and proposed accessible stops are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Existing and Proposed Accessible Stops (to 2019)
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Table 5: Proposed 2017-2019 Fredericton Transit Bus Stop Accessibility Improvement Priorities

Stop ID

Estimated Cost

Stop Location

Route

14

Brookside Mall on McKnight

13S Prospect

$5,000

30

1035 Douglas

13S Prospect

$5,000

35

341 Fulton

13S Prospect

$6,000

63

Waggoners & Simpson

13S Prospect

$5,000

106

Superstore

12N Brookside

$3,300

116

50 Brunswick

12N / 18

$3,300

130

306 Fulton

12N Brookside

$3,300

134

1050 Douglas

12N Brookside

$4,300

150

Brookside Mall on McKnight

12N Brookside

$5,000

323

225 Canada

17S Regent

$3,300

342

769 MacLaren

17S Regent

$6,000

345

MacLaren/Forbes

17S Regent

$6,000

347

MacLaren/Cliffe

17S Regent

$6,000

365

Duffie/Dineen

17S Regent

366

921 College Hill

17S Regent

369

Priestman/College Hill

17S Regent

$3,300

372

1115 Regent

11S / 17S

$3,300

377

Corbett Centre

10N / 16N / 17S /
116 / 216

384

680 Priestman

16N Marysville

388

948 College Hill

16N Marysville

389

Woo Center

16N Marysville

393

58 MacKay

16N Marysville

430

Canada/Veterans

16N Marysville

431

Canada / Bridge

16N Marysville

450

Food Bank

14N / 15S

$3,300

461

603 Union

15S Hanwell

$3,300

467

Cliffe

15S Hanwell

$7,600

472

Two Nations/Smartcentres

14N / 15S

486

567 York

15S Hanwell

$3,300

499

585 Prospect

15S Hanwell

$5,000

512

550 Prospect

14N Barkers Point

$7,000
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2018

2019

$5,000
$3,300

$6,000
$5,000
$4,300
$3,300
$3,300
$4,300
$3,300

$3,300
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Stop ID

Stop Location

Route

513

680 Prospect

14N Barkers Point

$5,300

521

Regent/ Priestman

10N / 14N / 16N

$3,300

522

Priestman/Regent

14N Barkers Point

$3,300

529

548 York

14N Barkers Point

$3,300

536

St Marys/Maple

10N / 14N / 16N

544

Willy O'Ree

14N Barkers Point

$4,300

549

Union at Plaza

14N Barkers Point

$3,300

573

Regent/McLeod

216 Corbett Centre

$3,300

595

Hilton / Wilsey

216 Corbett Centre

$6,600

652

245 Hilton

116 Kings Place

$6,600

665

408 Regent

116 Kings Place

$3,300

806

Patience

15S Hanwell

834

Main/ Brookside

11S Prospect

$5,000

839

Main/Adler

11S Prospect

$3,300

879

Regent Medical Center

11S Prospect

$3,300

Total
Cost

Estimated Cost

$5,000

$4,300

$103,300

$49,100

$49,800

Based on these recommended stop upgrades, Table 6 below illustrates the updated number of
accessible and ramp deployable stops by route between the end of 2017 and 2019.
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Table 6: Summary of Accessible and Ramp Deployable Stops by Route between 2017 and 2019

Route

% of Accessible and Ramp
Deployable Stops

% of Accessible Stops

# of
Stops

Existing

2017

2018

2019

Existing

2017

2018

2019

Accessible
Route

10N Carlisle

75

8%

9%

11%

12%

72%

72%

73%

73%

By 2025

11S Prospect

77

6%

8%

8%

12%

58%

58%

58%

58%

By 2026

12N
Brookside
Mall

78

10%

17%

17%

17%

67%

68%

68%

68%

By 2021

13S Prospect

80

9%

9%

14%

14%

75%

75%

75%

75%

By 2022

14N Barkers
Point

62

11%

24%

27%

27%

77%

79%

82%

82%

Yes - 2018

15S Hanwell
Park

61

8%

18%

20%

20%

70%

74%

75%

75%

By 2020

16N
Marysville

72

13%

17%

18%

25%

60%

61%

63%

65%

Yes - 2019

17S Regent

69

22%

28%

28%

35%

70%

71%

71%

75%

Yes - 2017

116 Kings
Place

48

4%

4%

8%

10%

48%

48%

50%

50%

By 2024

216 Corbett
Centre

50

4%

4%

8%

10%

58%

58%

60%

60%

By 2023

18
Silverwood

64

0%

2%

2%

2%

23%

23%

23%

23%

By 2028

20 Lincoln

72

4%

4%

4%

4%

38%

38%

38%

38%

By 2027

Total

808

9%

12%

14%

16%

60%

61%

62%

63%

Following this, approximately 10 stops should be budgeted per year for conversion to full accessibility
based on prioritized identified in consultation with an Accessibility Advisory Committee. The following
table indicates that number of stops to be converted each year and the estimated capital budget.
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Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

Upgrade transit stops on priority list

$3,300 - $7,600

25

$103,300

2017

Upgrade transit stops on priority list

$3,300 - $6,600

10

$49,100

2018

Upgrade transit stops on priority list

$3,300 - $6,000

11

$49,800

2019

Continue annual stop upgrades

$3,300 - $5,000

10

$50,000

2020

Continue annual stop upgrades

$3,300 - $5,000

10

$50,000

2021+

Action

5.4

Transit Stop Signage Features
Existing Situation
Existing bus stop signs are not consistent throughout Fredericton. There are significant variations in
location, mounting height, and direction that they face. A number of signs are paper in plastic sleeves
that are vulnerable to the elements. The style of sign shown in Figure 4 does a poor job of letting people
traveling along the roadway or sidewalk know that there is a bus stop located there until they are quite
close to the sign. Signs that are perpendicular to the direction of travel and face in both directions are
much more visible for all road and sidewalk users. This can also be a challenge for wayfinding for
persons with limited vision or those that have cognitive disabilities.
Existing signs also do not provide any indication of whether the sign is accessible or ramp deployable.

Figure 4: Existing Transit Stop Signage
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Recommended Steps
1. Update the Fredericton Transit sign design prior to the replacement program to create signs
that have more contrast between the text and background, are consistent and are fully
compliant with the accessibility criteria.
2. Replace all transit signs throughout Fredericton with the new accessible version printed on
metal signs.
3. Bus stops should be marked to indicate their level of accessibility. Accessible routes should be
given priority for sign replacement. The three levels of accessibility are: fully accessible, rampdeployable, and non-accessible. Figure 5 shows an example of the three types of stop
identification used by Metrobus in St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador.

Figure 5: Accessible Stop Identification in St. John's

The City of Fredericton has estimated the labour and capital costs for each new transit sign installed at
$165. If the funds are not available to replace all transit signs throughout the city, it is recommended to
replace the signs on accessible routes first.

Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

$15,000

1

$15,000

2017

Replace all transit signs at all stops except
those being upgraded in 2018 & 2019

$165

662

$109,230

2017

Replace transit signs at accessible stops
upgraded in 2018

$165

10

$1,650

2018

Replace transit signs at accessible stops
upgraded in 2019

$165

11

$1,815

2019

Action
Update Fredericton Transit sign design
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5.5

Accessible Bus Shelter Features
Existing Situation
Most of the bus shelters in Fredericton do not currently meet accessibility standards. The black metal
shelters used in certain locations in the city are shown in Figure 6. They do not offer adequate
protection from the elements, particularly for passengers using wheelchairs or scooters. The steelframe glass shelters provided by the advertising contractor are too small to accommodate a number of
mobility aids.
There are currently 29 bus shelters in Fredericton. Nine are a local black metal design as shown in Figure
6, while the remaining twenty are more modern and generally more accessible glass shelters. There are
currently shelters at 4.2 percent of the 683 bus stops in the city, or one shelter for every 23.5 stops.

Figure 6: Existing non-accessible shelter

Recommended Steps
1. Fredericton Transit should initiate discussions with bus shelter providers to switch to new, fully
accessible shelters. Additional shelters should also be installed at more stops which do not
currently have them. It is recommended that Fredericton add ten new accessible shelters per
year for five years, including replacing the existing black metal shelters. At the conclusion of the
plan, this will result in a total of 70 accessible shelters, representing just over 10 percent of the
bus stops in Fredericton.
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Pattison, which owns and operates Fredericton’s twenty newer glass shelters, pays for all installation
and maintenance costs in exchange for the right to incorporate advertising signage into the shelters.
This should include cost to increase the size of an accessible pad. Fredericton Transit will have to
negotiate contract details but should be able to obtain new shelters at minimal or no cost.

Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

Purchase and install new accessible bus
shelters

$0

10

$0

2018

Purchase and install new accessible bus
shelters

$0

10

$0

2019

Purchase and install new accessible bus
shelters

$0

10

$0

2020

Purchase and install new accessible bus
shelters

$0

10

$0

2021

Purchase and install new accessible bus
shelters

$0

10

$0

2022

Action

5.6

Accessible Passenger Information
Existing Situation
The existing Fredericton Transit website is presented in accessible format. Font sizes are large with good
contrast, and the website is navigable without a mouse if needed. The website is designed to comply
with the World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG). It
supports all audio screen readers that are designed based on the WCAG standards.
The route maps and schedules are presented only in PDF format and are therefore not fully accessible.
Customers using screen readers may have difficulty understanding a graphical document in purely audio
format, as some aspects will not translate well.
The Fredericton Transit website has a dedicated section on Accessibility. Currently, this consists of the
policies and registration process for the Para Transit service. This is acceptable for the time being, but
will have to be expanded to include accessibility features of the conventional transit service once these
are in place.
Recommended Steps
1. The Fredericton Transit website should be reviewed by Ability NB (or another organization they
recommend) to ensure that it meets all accessibility criteria.
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2. Additional information should be added to the Fredericton Transit website explaining how
passengers use accessible transit, which routes are accessible, and the policies and procedures
that they can expect drivers to follow.
3. All transit maps and schedules (paper and digital) should be updated to identify accessible
routes.
4. The digital maps and schedules on Fredericton Transit’s website should identify which stops are
Accessible and which stops are Ramp Deployable.
5. Fredericton Transit should provide accessibility and schedule information via TTY telephone
service for hearing impaired customers. Most providers charge an annual fee for TTY software.
This should be monitored for a year-long period to identify whether the service is being used.
6. All information published by Fredericton Transit should be made available in accessible formats
upon request. Key information such as schedules should be automatically provided in accessible
formats, but information such as annual reports that are accessed less frequently by the public
need only be provided in accessible formats upon request. This should always be provided free
of charge.

Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

$0

N/A

$0

2017

Update digital and print information
explaining accessibility of conventional
transit

$10,000

N/A

$10,000

2017

TTY telephone information system

$1,000

Annual cost

$1,000/year

2018

Provide information in accessible
formats on request

N/A

N/A

N/A

ongoing

Action
Website accessibility review

5.7

Bus Operator and Customer Service Staff Training
Existing Situation
Currently the training for bus operators (40 in total) is done in house by Fredericton Transit. The
training depends largely on the CUTA Ambassador Training. This training takes approximately one week
to complete. There is extensive time on bus, training operators on the safe operation of the City buses,
fare collection, customer interaction (CUTA Ambassador Training) and Route knowledge. In addition, bus
operators are given “Worksafe NB” training, and “Respectful Workplace” training dealing with sexual
harassment, workplace bullying, etc. When the trainees complete their training, the Chief Dispatcher
must sign off if the trainee is ready for assignment or not. If not the trainee continues with more on road
training. Basic first Aid training is offered, on a volunteer basis only and usually occurs after the initial
training period is completed. No outside resources are used or brought in.
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Customer service staff (six in total) receive training on “The respectful workplace” and “Worksafe NB”.
With the move towards accessibility, bus operators and customer service staff will need to receive
additional sensitivity training on communicating with persons with disabilities. As part of this training, all
staff that interact with the public should learn how to deal with persons with vision loss, deaf blind,
speech or language disabilities, learning disabilities, developmental disabilities, mental health and
persons with service animals.
Bus operators will also need additional training on using accessible features on buses on the policies and
procedures noted in Section 5.2
Recommended Steps
1. Fredericton Transit should establish a Sensitivity Training program provided to all bus
operators and customer service staff. Ability NB is willing to provide the training course,
which would take approximately 6 hours per class at $65 per hour. Based on shift times, it is
assumed that five courses are required for both bus operators and customer service staff in
2017. For following years, one course per year is assumed to accommodate new staff and
provides refresher training for operators/staff that require it.
2. Fredericton Transit should provide training on the Q-Straint wheelchair restraint system for
all bus operators. Video training materials are available and should be included as part of
the bus operator training requirements. Fredericton Transit should also consider sending a
senior bus operator or lead trainer to the Q-Straint training program in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. This would increase the training level of Fredericton Transit’s lead trainer (“Train
the trainer” approach) and allow for more effective training of all Fredericton Transit bus
operators. The cost of program and hotel accommodations is paid for by Q-Straint, with
Fredericton Transit accommodating the flight and the trainer’s time.
3. The bus operator training program should be updated to include:
o

Ramp deployment training;

o

Q-Straint training (as described above);

o

Sensitivity training (as described above);

o

All existing bus operators should receive refresher training in 2017.

4. Continue to use the Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) Transit Ambassador Training
materials. These should be updated as required, and as when offered by CUTA.
5. Continue to offer Basic First Aid to those employees that require it with Red Cross or
equivalent training, brought in house.
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5.8

Action

Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

Bus Operator and Customer Service
Sensitivity Training (assume 3 sessions)

$65 per hr

6 hours per
session; 5
sessions

$1,950

2017

Bus Operator and Customer Service
Sensitivity Training (assume 1 session
per year)

$65 per hr

6 hours per
session

$390

2018-2021

Q Straint Train the Trainer

$700 flight

2 persons

$1,400

2018

Travel Training
Existing Situation
An important component of developing an accessibility plan is for Para Transit customers to better
understand how to use the accessible conventional transit service. Travel Training is a program that
allows people who are new to public transit to gain the knowledge and confidence to travel more
independently. It may also be useful for people who once used public transit, but for a variety of
possible reasons, feel they cannot any longer.
Travel Training is not currently provided by Fredericton Transit. With an accessible conventional transit
system in place, it is recommended that Fredericton Transit develop a Travel Training program, targeted
to registered Para Transit clients. This could be run by an agency with experience working with persons
with disabilities such as Ability NB.3
For the public/passengers, Travel Training benefits are to:
• Allow people who have relied on Para Transit to travel more spontaneously and independently; and
• Provide a wider range of travel options to the passengers.

For Fredericton Transit, Travel Training benefits are to:
• Ensure that people who want to use public transit services are prepared and know what to expect
while using public transit; and
• Encourage people to use accessible conventional transit whenever possible so that Para Transit,
which is more expensive to provide than conventional transit, can be directed to customers who need
them the most, by freeing up some space for trips for people who cannot use accessible conventional
transit, even with Travel Training.

3

Ability NB was contacted by the Dillon team and were agreeable to run a travel training program at a cost of $65 per hour.
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For community agencies within the City of Fredericton, Travel Training benefits are:
• Improving access to agency services, and improves the quality of life for their clients/residents.
Those people who would normally need/want travel training are most often:
• Persons with disabilities who have experienced difficulties using public transit independently in the
past. Many people with limited mobility who have in the past relied on Para Transit services may now
have an opportunity to use accessible conventional transit. Depending upon the individual’s disability,
some may not be using public transit at all because of a perception that these services are difficult to
use, or that the service will not meet their individual needs.
• Seniors who experience their ability to drive decline, and who are not familiar with public transit
services, may need to shift to transit use.
• People who have recently relocated to another City or Town, may not be familiar with local service
options, and may have difficulties interpreting written information if English is not their first language.
Recommended Steps
1. Develop a travel training program in cooperation with an organization that has experience
working with persons with disabilities such as Ability NB. This may require retaining
consulting support to develop the program if in-house expertise is not available. The travel
training program should be targeted to be developed by the end of 2017, with an aim to
initiate the program in 2018. The travel training program should include the following:
• Policies on providing accessible customer service to persons with disabilities based
on key principles of independence, dignity, integration and equality of opportunity;
• Training requirements that consider a person’s disability, and how to effectively
communicate with them;
• Policies that address the use of assistive devices and service animals in transit
facilities and to access transit services;
• An evaluation criteria that informs the trainer whether the client has ‘passed’ the
program; and
• A marketing and communications strategy to inform residents of the program and to
target Para Transit clients.
For budgeting purposes, it is assumed that 20 travel training sessions would occur per year, starting in
2018. It is assumed that the number of travel training sessions would potential increase in later years of
the plan as the system becomes more accessible.
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Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

$10,000

1

$5,000

2017

$195 per session

20

$3,900

2018-2021

Action
Assistance developing the Travel
Training program
Travel Training (assume 20 per year)

5.9

Transit Terminals and Facilities
Existing Situation
The Kings Place terminal downtown is accessible but the interior space is privately owned and therefore
not under the jurisdiction of Fredericton Transit. Fredericton Transit is exploring the possibility of
building a new downtown terminal. The new terminal should follow the accessibility guidelines noted in
Section 4.3.9.
The current Fredericton Transit offices are not accessible as there is a full flight of stairs to climb to
access the office (with no elevator access). This does not need to change immediately since the office
does not play a significant role in providing customer service. Whenever Fredericton Transit constructs a
second phase of the transit garage that will include new office space connected to the garage, the new
office space should meet the accessibility guidelines noted in Section 4.3.9.
Recommended Steps
1. The redevelopment of the downtown transit terminal should ensure that all accessibility
requirements are met.
2. The expansion of the Fredericton Transit maintenance facility should include a ground floor
office space that meets all accessibility requirements.

5.10

Snow Clearing
Existing Situation
Snow clearance at bus stops and shelters is currently performed by the same contractor who maintains
the bus shelters. They are required to clear snow within 24 hours of a snowfall. This is in line with the
recommended accessibility guidelines. However, the snow clearing policy should be reassessed in light
of the move to provide accessible service, to ensure that it continues to provide the level of service
expected during the winter months.
In 2016, the City of Fredericton’s Roads and Streets division began a trial program of clearing snow from
21 primary bus stops and layby areas in addition to the snow clearing performed at stops with shelters.
The estimated annual cost for this snow clearing is $1,450 for stops on the north side of the city and
$1,750 for stops on the south side of the city. The total cost of $3,200 per year works out to about $152
per stop.
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Recommended Steps
1. Fredericton Transit should coordinate snow clearing policy with City of Fredericton Engineering
& Operations staff and contractors to ensure that it meets the new accessibility criteria and
prioritizes accessible stops as much as possible.
2. Continue the trial begun in 2016 to clear snow from primary bus stops and layby areas at an
estimated annual cost of $3,200.

Action
Coordinate snow clearing policy with
other City and contract staff
Continue 2016 trial of clearing primary
bus stops and layby areas
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Unit Cost

Units

Total Cost

Implementation
Year

$0

N/A

$0

2017

$3200

Per year

$3,200/year

2017-2021
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6.0

Next Steps
This section provides a summary of the actions identified in Section 5.0 required to make Fredericton
Transit’s conventional service more accessible.
This includes all aspects of service delivery, from communications and training to travel on the bus to
access and egress points when connecting to/from the service. A number of the recommendations are
system-wide (e.g. accessibility training), while others are route specific (e.g. conversion of bus stops to
meet accessibility standards).
An important component of this plan was the ability to designate routes as accessible, providing
customers with knowledge of which route provide sufficient accessibility features. For this to occur, this
involves more than just the bus being accessible. It should also involve a number of system-wide
accessibility features and policies to be in place (e.g. bus operator training) as well as bus stops to be
fully accessible. To define a route as accessible, it is therefore recommended that:
• A minimum of 25% of stops on the route to be fully accessible;
• A minimum of 50% of stops on the route to be fully accessible or ramp deployable;
• All transit vehicles on the route to be fully accessible;
• All signage on the route to be fully accessible;
• All accessible stops on the route to be cleared of snow within 24 hours of a snowfall;
• All travel information about the route to be available in accessible formats; and
• All drivers and customer service staff to have received accessibility training.
Given the surrounding land use and right-of-way that existing bus routes operate on, it would be very
difficult to make 100 percent of bus stops accessible. The bus stop accessibility criteria identified above
provides a reasonable number of stops on a route to allow a person with a disability to travel to a
number of destinations on the route. It should be noted that there is no industry standard rule for the
number of accessible stops required to designate a route as accessible. The guideline also does not put
a limit on the number of accessible stops Fredericton Transit should strive for on each route (as the goal
is still 100 percent accessibility where feasible). The guideline provides an indication of when
accessibility features on a route should be promoted. Discussions with the Accessibility Advisory
Committee should be had to confirm this approach.
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Based on above guidelines and the current levels of accessible stops on each route, the following transit
routes should be prioritized to be designated as ‘accessible’ by the year shown as follows:
1. Route 17S Regent: 2017
2. Route 14N Barkers Point: 2018
3. Route 16N Marysville: 2019
4. Route 15S Hanwell Park: 2020
5. Route 12N Brookside Mall: 2021
6. Route 13S Prospect: 2022
7. Route 216 Corbett Centre: 2023
8. Route 116 Kings Place: 2024
9. Route 10N Carlisle: 2025
10. Route 11S Prospect: 2026
11. Route 20 Lincoln: 2027
12. Route 18 Silverwood: 2028
A summary of costs and actions by year is shown in Table 7 below.
Table 7: Summary of Costs in Accessibility Plan

Action

2017

2018

Vehicle
Accessibility

2019

2020

2021

2022-2026

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000/year

$336,000 $560,000*

Bus Stop
Accessibility

$103,300

$49,100

$49,800

Signage
Accessibility

$124,230

$1,650

$1,815

Information
Accessibility

$10,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000/year

Policy
Development

$1,000

$1,000

Driver Training

$3,740

$390

$14,790

$390

$390

$390/year

Travel Training

$5,000

$3,900

$3,900

$3,900

$3,900

$3,900/year

Snow Clearing

$3,200

$3,200

$3,200

$3,200

$3,200

$3,200/year

$250,470

$60,240

$74,505

$58,490

$58,490

$58,490/year

Total Costs

* Note that this expenditure is for automated vehicle announcement systems and is based on receiving future
contributions from the Public Transit Infrastructure Fund. This is not included in the total cost until funding
commitments have been provided.
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